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Abstract
We consider data dissemination in a peer-to-peer network, where each user wishes to obtain some subset of the available infor-
mation objects. In most of the modern algorithms for such data dissemination, the users periodically obtain samples of peer IDs
(possibly with some summary of their content). They then use the samples for connecting to other peers and downloading data
pieces from them. For a set O of information objects, we call a sample of peers, containing at least k possible providers for each
object o ∈ O, a k-sample.
In order to balance the load, the k-samples should be fair, in the sense that for every object, its providers should appear in the
sample with equal probability. Also, since most algorithms send fresh samples frequently, the size of the k-samples should be as
small as possible, to minimize communication overhead. We describe in this paper two novel techniques for generating fair and
small k-samples in a P2P setting. The first is based on a particular usage of uniform sampling and has the advantage that it allows
to build on standard P2P uniform sampling tools. The second is based on non-uniform sampling and requires more particular
care, but is guaranteed to generate the smallest possible fair k-sample. The two algorithms exploit available dependencies between
information objects to reduce the sample size, and are proved, both theoretically and experimentally, to be extremely effective.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We consider in this paper data dissemination in a peer-to-peer network, where each user wishes to obtain some
subset of the available information objects. In most of the modern algorithms for such data dissemination, the users
periodically obtain samples of peer IDs (possibly with some summary of the peers’ content). They then use the
samples for connecting to other peers and downloading data pieces from them. It is desirable that the peer samples
(1) contain enough providers for each requested object, so that users have a sufficient choice of data sources, (2) are
‘fair,’ so that the requests for objects are spread evenly over their providers, and (3) are as small as possible, so that
the communication overhead is minimized when samples are sent frequently. The goal of this paper is to devise peer-
sampling algorithms that achieve the above three goals. Our algorithms take advantage of “correlations” between data
objects to improve performance.
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the problem can contribute to better performance of data dissemination platforms.
Motivation. In a data dissemination scenario, various information objects are to be disseminated to peers in the
network. The original distributors of the objects are one or more source peers who initially hold the data. The other
peers are interested in obtaining some subset of the available objects. When the number of peers to which the data is to
be disseminated is large, it is practically impossible to have all peers downloading the data directly from the original
sources. Indeed, most data dissemination platforms are based on peer cooperation, where each peer provides to other
needing peers the objects (or parts thereof) which she has already acquired [7].1
In such a setting, all peers serve essentially both as information consumers and information providers—a peer
interested in obtaining a certain object serves also as a provider for it.
In order for a peer to connect with peers that may assist her in obtaining a certain object, she needs to obtain
information about other peers in the system holding it. For this end, data dissemination algorithms typically supply
the requesting peer with information about a set of k peers (for some constant k), chosen randomly from the set of
all peers in the system that hold the object [21]. The peer then chooses a subset that is most beneficial to her, e.g.
in terms of bandwidths or available object pieces, and connects to those peers to obtain the data. New peer samples
may be supplied periodically (or upon request) to the peers to allow them to acquire new, possibly more suitable, data
sources.
Depending on the particular data dissemination algorithm being used, the details of which object pieces are avail-
able at each of the sample peers may be either encoded as summary information given in the sample or, alternatively,
may be obtained by querying the given peer [25]. To abstract this and ignore the specific implementation details, we
assume the existence of a function objects(n) that, given a network peer n, tells which (pieces of) objects may be
provided by n.
The sampling domain for an object o may consist of those peers that actually hold (pieces of) of o, or of the peers
that declared their wish to obtain that object. The rationale for the latter is that such peers, being interested in o, are
likely to have already obtained some of its pieces (or will soon manage to). Most algorithms take the latter approach
as it guarantees the sampling domain to be fairly stable (it is determined once the peers declare their wishes) [10].
This is also what we assume here.
In order not to overload certain peers, the samples are required to be fair, in the sense that for every object o the
peers (potentially) providing o should appear in the sample with equal probability [13]. Also, since most algorithms
send fresh samples frequently it is desirable that their size be as small as possible, to minimize communication over-
head. Finally, to be able to guarantee that a certain number of samples can be sent within a fixed time period, the
dissemination algorithms need to know the bound on the samples’ size. To put this in terms of the problem mentioned
at the beginning of the section, one would like the samples sent to a given peer to contain at least k providers for each
of the objects that she requested, be fair, and have the worst-case bound on their size be as small as possible.
For a set of objects O , we call a fair sample of the network peers, containing at least k providers for each object
o ∈ O , a k-sample (the formal definition is given in Section 2). Our goal is to devise sampling algorithms that minimize
the worst-case bound on the k-samples’ size. Before presenting our results, let us consider a simple example.
Example. Consider a peer-to-peer network consisting of a set N of peers and holding a set O of distinct information
objects. Let n be some network peer that is interested in obtaining a set of objects O ⊆ O. For simplicity, assume
a simple network architecture where some coordinating peer is informed of the peer’s request and is in charge of
providing her with corresponding k-samples. (In more general architectures the task may be distributed among several
peers.) Consider first a simple method that the coordinator peer can use for generating k-samples for O: For each
o ∈ O , sample (uniformly) k peers among the providers for o (we will see in the following section standard techniques
to perform such sampling). The k-sample then consists of the union of the sampled sets. Clearly its size is bounded by
k|O|. Interestingly, although rather naïve, the bound obtained by this simple algorithm is in fact the tightest we could
find in the existing literature since current systems treat the dissemination of distinct information objects separately
(see more on that in Section 7). So the question motivating the present work is can one do better?
1 Data objects are typically fragmented into blocks. A peer who shares an object might not have yet completed its download and hence shares
only the blocks downloaded thus far.
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relations between object requests, which can be used to significantly reduce the k-sample size. As a simple example,
consider three objects A,B and C. The naïve sampling algorithm described above yields for them a k-sample of
size 3k. Now, assume that the coordinator knows that every peer interested in obtaining B also wants A (hence the set
of potential providers of B is included in that of A). If the two sets of providers happen to be identical then clearly
a k-sample of size 2k suffices: the same set of k peers sampled for A can also be used for B . Even if the B’s are
not provided by all the A-peers but only by say, 75% of them, a k-sample of size 2 13k still suffices: a sample of 1
1
3k
A-peers contains on the average k B-peers.
Our results. Based on the above observation, we present in this paper two classes of algorithms for generating
compact k-samples. The first employs uniform peer sampling. Its main advantage is that it allows to build on standard
P2P uniform sampling tools, e.g. [18,23]. The sampling procedure here amounts to (1) grouping the requested objects,
based on the correlations between their providers, and (2) uniformly sampling providers for each object group. The
crux is to determine the optimal objects’ grouping, i.e. the one that minimizes the resulting samples’ size. We show
the problem to be NP-hard but provide a linear time, constant-factor approximation algorithm for it. Furthermore,
we show, experimentally, that our approximation algorithm yields in practice results much better than its worse case
bound—indeed, the generated k-samples are of size very close to the minimal possible. We next consider non-uniform
sampling. We first show that for k-samples generated using non-uniform sampling, the size of the minimal possible
k-sample can be determined in linear time. We then propose a new simple distributed sampling technique that allows
to generate such minimal k-samples in a decentralized P2P environment.
To illustrate the benefit that our new sampling techniques can bring to existing data dissemination platforms, we
have tested experimentally the performance improvement that can be obtained by incorporating them in the popular
BitTorrent [6] platform, showing significant gain.
A preliminary report appeared in [24] that presented only a brief high level description of the main results. The
present paper provides a comprehensive description of the various algorithms as well as the formal proofs for all the
supporting complexity results and the experimental validation.
Real-life application motivation. We encountered this application in the context of EDOS [1], an EU project con-
cerning the automatic management of GNU/Linux distributions. A GNU/Linux distribution consists of a large number
(thousands) of software packages, disseminated to users (e.g. as upgrades). The particular package subset that each
user requests depends on her particular hardware/software configuration. Dependencies exist between software pack-
ages: in order to install one package one needs to have also installed all the other packages that it uses. Consequently
there are many packages that are requested by most users (e.g. kernel, gcc, x.org, etc.), while other packages are
requested by user groups with common configurations.
Indeed, our algorithms for generating k-samples, as presented in this paper, have been tested in this context, where
the data disseminated to users consists of new releases of GNU/Linux distributions.
Outline of this paper. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic formalisms used
throughout this paper. Section 3 studies the generation of compact k-samples via uniform sampling with discussion of
various algorithms and their complexities in Section 4. Non-uniform sampling is considered in Section 5. Experimen-
tal study of our approach is presented in Section 6. Section 7 considers related work, and we present our conclusions
and discuss future work in Section 8. Appendix A contains formal proofs for some of our theoretical results which
were too long to fit with the flow of the paper.
2. Preliminaries
We now introduce the basic formalisms used throughout the paper, including our abstraction of the P2P network
as an objects-providers bipartite graph, and the notions of k-samples and uniform peer sampling.
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As mentioned previously, peer requests serve as a good indication for the availability of objects on the given peers.
The rationale is that peers that are interested in a given object are likely to quickly obtain (at least some pieces of) the
object and be able to provide them to other peers. Consequently we consider from now on each network peer n that
requested a certain object o as a provider of o.
Consider a peer-to-peer network consisting of a set N of peers and holding a set O of distinct information objects.
The availability of the objects in the network peers can be represented as a bipartite graph consisting of two sets of
nodes, one representing the objects and the other representing peers, with edges connecting each peer node to the nodes
of the objects that it provides. Overloading notation, we will use O for both the objects and the nodes representing
them. Peers that provide exactly the same set of objects are grouped together and represented in the graph by a single
node. We associate with each such node a weight that reflects the number of peers that it represents (as a fraction of
the overall number of all peers). More formally,
Definition 2.1. An objects-providers graph g = (O,P ,E,w) is a weighted bipartite graph where O and P are two
disjoint sets of nodes called the object nodes and the provider nodes, respectively; E ⊆O × P is the set of edges of
the graph; and w :P → [0,1] is a weight function, associating to each provider node p ∈ P some weight w(p), s.t.∑
p∈P w(p) = 1.
We will use below o, o1, . . . to denote object nodes as well as the information objects that they represent. We use
p,p1, . . . to denote provider nodes and n,n1, . . . to denote the actual network peers. We use v to denote an arbitrary
graph node.
Consider the objects-providers graph depicted in Fig. 1, which will serve as a running example throughout this
paper. O here consists of six information objects o0 . . . o5 which are provided by six types of providers. Here, the
peers represented by the node p2 provide the objects o0, o1 and o2 and form 15% of the overall set of peers providing
objects in O.
For a set of nodes s in the graph g, we denote by N(s) the set of nodes in g that are neighbors of some node
in s. When s is a singleton set consisting of a single node v, we use N(v) as a shorthand for N({v}). Observe that
for any information object o ∈O, the nodes in N(o) represent the set of peers that provide o. Indeed, the sum of the
neighbors’ weight,
∑
p∈N(o) w(p), describes precisely the number of o’s providers (as a fraction of the overall number
of the providers of O). We refer to this sum as the popularity of o (in g). To continue with our running example, the
popularity of o4 is w(p5)+w(p6) = 0.54.
The objects-providers graph for a given network may be constructed in different ways, depending on the particular
application setting: for instance by considering the full set of peers’ requests (e.g. in a centralized setting or when
the number of peers is not too big); by drawing a random sample of the network peers as representatives for the
requests distribution (e.g. in a distributed setting with a large number of peers); using logs and history information (in
environments where peers tend to repeatedly request similar data); using known dependencies between information
objects (when such dependencies are available); or by some combination of the above.
In the remainder of this paper we assume that we are given an objects-providers graph, and ignore the particular
method used for its construction. We will return to this topic in Section 4, showing that the algorithms that we propose
Fig. 1. An objects-providers graph.
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shape, which can be easily obtained in a distributed manner by simple uniform sampling.
2.2. k-samples
Let n be some network peer that is interested in obtaining a set of objects O ⊆O. A k-sample is a fair sample of
the network peers containing at least k providers for each object o ∈ O . More precisely,
Definition 2.2. A k-sample (for a set O of information objects) is a randomly generated entity consisting of a subset
K ⊆ N of the network peers and supporting a function PROVIDERS(o) which returns, for each object o ∈ O , a subset
Ko ⊆ K of providers for o, where the following two properties hold:
(1) (Sufficient number of providers) For each object o ∈ O , the expected size of PROVIDERS(o) is at least k, i.e.
E[|Ko|] k;
(2) (Fairness) For each object o ∈ O , each of o’s providers has an equal probability of appearing in PROVIDERS(o).
Our goal here is to design sampling algorithms that—given, as input, an objects-providers graph g describing
the availability of objects in the network peers, a request for a set of objects O and a number k—generate small
k-samples (for O). When measuring the quality of a sampling algorithm, we look at the maximal possible size of K
in the samples generated for the given input. We are interested in devising sampling algorithms where for any g, O ,
and k, the worst-case bound on the size of K is minimal.
2.3. Uniform sampling
For the generation of k-samples, we naturally need a method to sample the network peers. We present in the
following sections some particular sampling techniques aimed at minimizing the sampled set’s size. But before doing
so, let us consider some of the standard methods used nowadays for peer sampling in P2P networks.
Peer sampling has received much attention in recent research on P2P networks and is used in various applications
for data dissemination, gossip-based communications and querying (see e.g. [14,15,22]). Much of the work has fo-
cused on uniform sampling of network peers, proposing various techniques that vary in their resilience to failures,
communication overhead, etc. [18,23]. Ignoring the particular algorithmic details, a uniform peer sampling technique
can be viewed as a function GetProvidersSample(R, l), where R is a Boolean predicate on peers and l is the size of
the required sample. GetProvidersSample(R, l) returns l peers, drawn with uniform probability, from the set of all
network peers that satisfy the predicate R.
In our context we are interested in sampling peers that provide a certain set of objects. For a set of information
objects s, Rs will denote the predicate that is true for those peers that provide some object in s. Namely, for a network
peer n, Rs(n) = True iff s ∩ objects(n) = ∅.
3. Uniform k-sampling
Given an objects-providers graph g and a set of objects O in g, our goal is to generate the smallest possible
k-samples for O . Namely k-samples where the maximal size of the set K of peer IDs (in any of the random instances)
is minimal. The first sampling method that we present is based on uniform sampling. It has the advantage that it can
employ any of the standard P2P sampling techniques mentioned in the previous section (hence enjoy whatever benefits
they bring, such as resilience to failures, communication efficiency, etc.).
To get some intuition, let us first describe two simple (not necessarily optimal) ways to use uniform sampling for
the generation of a k-sample. Our novel sampling method is presented next (first intuitively and then formally). In
all the examples below we assume that we are given the objects-providers graph of Fig. 1 and we want to generate a
k-sample for the set of objects O = {o1, o2, o3, o4}.
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The naïve sampling algorithm, described in the introduction, samples k providers for each object o ∈ O , by running
GetProvidersSample(R{o}, k). The set K of the k-sample then consists of the union of the sampled sets, with the
function PROVIDERS(o) returning o’s sample. Clearly the size of the k-sample here is bounded by k|O|. Considering
our running example, for k = 3 the size is bounded by 3 · 4 = 12.
Implementation wise, the K peers are transmitted in an array, containing essentially a concatenation of the individ-
ual object samples. PROVIDERS(o) returns for each object o the corresponding array fragment. It is important to note
that a simplistic implementation of PROVIDERS(o) that simply returns all the peers in K that provide o would be inad-
equate as it may violate the fairness of the k-sample. To see this, consider the following simple example. Assume that
the set O contains two objects, ou, an unpopular object provided by a very small fraction of the peers, and op , a very
popular object provided by most peers. Consider a peer n that happens to provide both objects. n has a high probabil-
ity of being sampled for ou (hence of appearing in K), a higher probability than any of the other providers of op . To
guarantee the fairness of PROVIDERS(op), it is essential to restrict its answer to those peers sampled (uniformly) for
op , ignoring those other peers in K (like n) which happen to also provide op .
3.2. Method 2: One sample for all objects
An alternative method is to run only one sampling instance, GetProvidersSample(RO, l), drawing a single sample
of size l (for some constant l, to be defined below), from the set of all the providers of objects in O . The set K here
consists of all the peers in this sample, with the function PROVIDERS(o) returning the network peers n ∈ K for which
o ∈ objects(n).
The use of uniform sampling guarantees that requirement 2 (fair sample) holds. To satisfy requirement 1 (at least k
providers for each object), the size l of the sample should be large enough to contain k providers even for non-popular
objects (i.e. objects that are provided only by few peers). Clearly if the least popular object o ∈ O is provided by β of
the providers of O , to assure an expectancy of k providers for o, the sample size should be at least l = 	k · 1
β

.
In our running example, the least popular objects o1 and o2 are each provided by 0.29 of the providers of O .
Consequently, the size of the required sample (hence also the bound on size of the k-sample) is 	3 · 10.29
 = 11, a bit
smaller than the one obtained with the previous naïve construction.
In general this method beats the naïve construction whenever |O| > 1
β
, β being the relative popularity of the least
popular object in O . It performs particularly well when there are no “very unpopular” objects. For instance, in the
extreme case where all objects are provided by all providers, β = 1 and a k-sample of size k suffices. The naïve
construction, on the other hand, is superior when some objects are provided by only a very small fraction of the peers.
3.3. Method 3: Object partitioning
The new method that we propose in this paper combines the advantages of the two previous ones. It partitions the
objects into several sets s1, . . . , sm. A sample is then drawn for each set si , from the set of all the providers of objects
in si . The size of the sample for si is dictated, as above, by the popularity of the least popular object in si . The set
K of the k-sample consists of the union of the si samples. Finally, for any object o ∈ si , the function PROVIDERS(o)
returns the peers, in si ’s sample, which provide o.2
Observe that the previous two methods are in fact special cases of this new method: In the first naïve sampling we
have |O| singleton sets, one per each object in O; in the second method there is a single set s1 consisting of all the
objects in O .
If the least popular object in a set si is provided by βsi of the providers of si , a call to GetProvidersSample(Rsi ,
	k · 1
βsi

) will draw a sample with an expectancy of at least k providers for each object o ∈ si . The maximal size of the
obtained k-sample is thus
∑
si
	k · 1
βsi

. The challenge here is to find the optimal partitioning of objects into sets so as
to minimize this sum.
2 Implementation wise, the sent k-sample is an array containing the concatenation of the samples drawn for the si sets. Given the partitioning
details (the object sets and their samples’ size), PROVIDERS(o) returns for each o ∈ si , the peers n in the si fragment of the array s.t. o ∈ objects(n).
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s2 = {o3, o4}. The providers of objects in s1 (represented in the graph by p1, p2 and p3) form 0.43 of the overall set of
peers. o1 and o2 are each provided by 0.67 of these providers, hence the required size of s1, for k = 3, is 	3 · 10.67
 = 5.
Similarly, the providers of objects in s2 (represented by p3, . . . , p6) form 0.61 of the overall set of peers. o3 and o4 are
each provided by 0.76 of these providers, hence the required size of s2 is 	3 · 10.76
 = 4. Thus, the size of the k-sample
here is bounded by 5 + 4 = 9, smaller than in any of the previous two methods. In this example this is also the optimal
partitioning.
Observe that the reduction in size here, relative to the previous two methods, is not too big because our running
example contains, for simplicity, only very few information objects. In Section 6 (the experiments section) we will
provide results on real-life scenarios demonstrating significant size reduction.
3.4. Formal problem statement
Consider a partitioning of the objects in O into (not necessarily disjoint) sets s1, . . . , sm. As explained above, the
size of the k-sample generated for such a partitioning is bounded by
∑
si
	k · 1
βsi

, where βsi is the fraction of peers,
among the providers of si , providing the least popular object o in si . To make this more precise we use the following
notations.
Given an objects-providers graph g and a set s of information objects in g, the popularity of the set s (in g),
denoted SPop(s), is the fraction of peers, among all providers, that provide some object in s. Putting this in terms of
the graph g, SPop(s) is the sum of the weights of the provider nodes in g that are neighbors to the object nodes in s.
Namely, SPop(s) =∑p∈N(s) w(p).
Observe that when s contains a single object o, the set’s popularity is precisely the popularity of o, as defined
in Section 2, namely the fraction of peers, among all providers, that provide o. The relative-popularity of o w.r.t. s,
denoted relPop(o, s), is the fraction of peers, among the providers of s, that provide o. Namely,
relPop(o, s) = SPop({o})
SPop(s)
.
Going back to the generation of our k-sample, the sample size for a set si is dictated by the object o ∈ si with the
least relative-popularity. Namely, the sample size for si should be at least 	k · 1mino∈si relPop(o,si )
. Consequently, for a
partitioning S of the objects in O to sets, the overall size of the k-sample is bounded by
∑
si∈S
⌈
k · 1
mino∈si relPop(o, si)
⌉
=
∑
si∈S
⌈
k · SPop(si)
mino∈si SPop({o})
⌉
. (∗)
The value of (∗) naturally depends on the particular partitioning of objects to sets. We denote by size	 
(S) the value
of (∗) for a given partitioning S. For an objects-providers graph g, a set of objects O in g, and an integer k, we refer
to the problem of finding a partitioning S of the objects in O for which size	 
(S) is minimal as the Object Partitioning
Problem (denoted OPP	 
). We will call such a partitioning S an optimal solution (for g, O , and k) and denote the
value of size	 
(S) for it by opt	 
.
We will also define a variant of this problem, denoted OPP (with no ceiling), where the objective is to minimize
the value of
size(S) =
∑
si∈S
k · SPop(si)
mino∈si SPop({o})
. (∗∗)
The size of an optimal solution for OPP is denoted by opt. For some purposes, such as to prove NP-Hardness of
OPP	 
, we will go through OPP first.
3.5. Observations
We provide next some observations about the possible structure of an optimal solution. These will be useful later
for studying the complexity of the problem and for proposing algorithms to solve it.
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objects of O into sets. Let si ∈ S be some objects set and let oi ∈ Si be the least popular object in si . Looking at the
formula (∗) from the previous subsection, it is easy to see that for every object o ∈ si , each of its providers p (neighbor
nodes in the graph g) contributes to size	 
(S) a value k·w(p)SPop({oi }) (not yet regarding the ceiling we have to take). If a
provider provides objects that belong to different sets, then the provider will contribute to size	 
(S) such a value for
each of these sets. We can therefore see that a provider’s contribution to the value of size	 
(S) depends on the number
of sets that the objects that it provides participate in, and on the popularity of the least popular object in each of these
sets.
From the provider’s view point, the partitioning of the objects into groups can be viewed as labeling each provider
with labels that identify the sets to which the objects that it provides belong to. Each label placed on a provider induces
a cost that he has to pay, and all providers who provide a given object must have at least one label common to all of
them (describing the set(s) that contain the object). Our problem can thus be described as a labeling problem: we want
to find an optimal labeling for the providers, namely one that minimizes their overall contribution to size	 
(S). This
alternative description of the problem will prove useful later on in the various proofs.
“Nice” partitioning. Given an objects-providers graph g and a set of objects O , a partitioning S for the objects
in O is called a nice partitioning if (1) all the sets s ∈ S are pairwise disjoint and (2) there are no two distinct sets
s, s′ in S whose least popular objects are equally unpopular. Namely for all s, s′ ∈ S, s = s′ → mino∈s SPop({o}) =
mino′∈s′ SPop({o′}).
The following lemma shows that when searching for an optimal solution for OPP	 
 (respectively OPP) it is suffi-
cient to look at nice partitioning.
Lemma 3.1. For every objects-providers graph g, a set of objects O in g, and an integer k, there always exists a nice
partitioning for the objects in O which is an optimal solution for OPP	 
 (respectively for OPP).
Proof. We prove the lemma for OPP	 
. The proof for OPP follows exactly the same lines. Let us look at some optimal
solution S for OPP	 
. Consider the nice partitioning S′ obtained from S by removing redundant objects and unifying
sets with equal least object popularity. It is easy to see from formula (∗) that size	 
(S′)  size	 
(S). Since S is an
optimal solution it must be the case that size	 
(S′) = size	 
(S), hence S′ is an optimal solution as well. 
The above lemma is interesting since it allows to reduce the search space when searching for an optimal solution.
Specifically, in every nice partitioning the number of sets is bounded by the number of the distinct popularity values
for objects in O . We will use this extensively in our analysis of the problem.
4. Algorithms and complexity
We will see below that both OPP	
 and OPP are NP-Hard and will propose linear and polynomial approximation
algorithms for them. But before we do that, let us first consider a restricted case that can be solved in polynomial time
and can shed some light on the structure of optimal solutions.
4.1. The case of 2 different popularities
Consider an objects-providers graph g and a set O of information objects in g, where the objects in O each have
one of two possible popularity values. This is for instance the case in our running example, where objects in O have
popularity 0.29 or 0.54. Indeed, the popularities of {o1, o2, o3, o4} are respectively {0.29,0.29,0.54,0.54}.
By Lemma 3.1 we know that in this case there exists a nice optimal partitioning for O consisting of (at most)
two sets, s1 and s2, such that all the less popular objects belong to s1 while the more popular objects may be spread
between s1 and s2. To find the optimal partitioning we only need to determine which popular objects belong to s1 and
which to s2. We show next that this can be determined in PTime. We first consider OPP and then OPP	
.
Theorem 4.1. OPP can be solved in polynomial time when the information objects in O each have one of two possible
popularity values.
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are only two SPops of objects in O , α and β , α < β . Denote by Oα,Oβ the set of vertices with SPops α and β ,
respectively. Also denote by P ′ the set of vertices of P which have neighbors in Oα , and denote P ′′ = P \ P ′. By
Lemma 3.1 we know that there is a nice optimal solution, which consists of two sets, s1 and s2, such that all vertices
of Oα are in s1, and the vertices of Oβ are either in s1 or in s2. We want to label all objects o ∈ O as belonging to one
of the two sets, s1 and s2.
Previously (in Section 3) we have made the observation that providers contribute a “penalty” to the objective
function for every set that one of their objects belongs to. From this point of view, we can describe the problem as
minimizing the collective penalty paid by the providers. Let us construct a penalty graph G as follows. For each
provider p ∈ P we shall represent its possible penalties by inserting two nodes into G: v1p which represents the
penalty paid for p being in N(s1), and v2p which represents the penalty paid for p being in N(s2). Each node’s weight
is calculated to be the respective penalty’s value. For simplicity let us assume k = 1 without affecting the generality
of our results. For each vertex p ∈ P ′′, the weight of v1p is w(p)/α, and the weight of v2p is w(p)/β . For each vertex
p ∈ P ′, the weight of v2p is w(p)/β . Since we are looking for a nice solution, we want to force all Oα nodes to be
in s1. This is achieved by assigning a “penalty” of −1 for being in N(s1) to all nodes in P ′3 (recall that P ′ = N(Oα)).
Let us select some maximum-weight independent set of g. We say that p avoids N(si) (i ∈ {1,2}) if vip belongs
to the maximum-weight independent set. In that case, p’s objects will not belong to si and p will indeed not pay the
penalty for it. Two rules must be observed:
(1) If p avoids N(s1) then it is impossible that p also avoids N(s2) and vice versa (since if p avoids both then we
have no possible set for p’s objects).
(2) If p avoids N(s1) (respectively N(s2)), then other providers having common neighbors with p (i.e. other providers
of p’s objects) cannot possibly avoid N(s2) (respectively N(s1)).
An edge (v,u) in g means that any independent set cannot contain both v and u. Therefore, the rules are enforced
by drawing edges between any two penalties that cannot both be canceled. The first rule is enforced by drawing an
edge for every p ∈ P between v1p and v2p . The second rule is enforced as follows. For every two vertices p1,p2 ∈ P
such that p1 and p2 have a common neighbor in Oβ , we draw an edge between v1p1 and v
2
p2 and another edge between
v1p2 and v
2
p1 . Clearly, the resulting graph G is bipartite since edges may only connect nodes of the form v
1
p to nodes
of the form v2p .
The algorithm then is as follows. Construct the penalty graph G from g as described. Find a maximum-weight
independent set (known to be polynomially solvable for bipartite graphs [17]) that represents the penalties that the
providers will not pay. Partition all objects o ∈ O thus: if o has a neighbor p that avoids N(s1) then o must be in s2;
similarly if p avoids N(s2) then o must be in s1; if o has no such neighbor then we shall label it arbitrarily.
Let us refer again to our running example in Fig. 1 with O = {o1, o2, o3, o4}. The SPop values of {o1, o2, o3, o4}
are respectively {0.29,0.29,0.54,0.54}, making it fit for our 2 SPops algorithm. The penalty graph G is shown in
Fig. 2. The maximum weighted independent set in G is {v2p1, v2p2, v1p4, v1p5, v1p6}. Assigning the objects accordingly
into sets, we get s1 = {o1, o2} and s2 = {o3, o4}.
A proof that this algorithm yields a valid and minimal solution for OPP follows.
Lemma 4.2. Let Z be the value of the maximum weighted independent set of G. Then Z′ = ∑p∈P (w(p)/α +
w(p)/β)−Z is the optimal value of the OPP instance. The optimal solution can be achieved by:
(1) letting each o ∈ Oα be in s1,
(2) letting o ∈ Oβ be:
(2a) in s2 if o has some neighbor p ∈ P such that v1p is selected,
(2b) in s1 if o has some neighbor p ∈ P such that v2p is selected,
(2c) choosing o ∈ s1 or o ∈ s2 arbitrarily if o has no such neighbor.
3 Equivalently, we can just delete the vertices v1p for the vertices p ∈ P ′ .
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Proof. Suppose that there is some independent set with weight at least Z. We will now show that the specified
solution, given in the lemma, is valid, and has the required value. To see that the solution is valid one has to prove that
conditions (2a) and (2b) cannot both hold. This can easily be seen from the definition of the edges of the graph G. The
solution having value 
∑
p∈P (w(p)/α +w(p)/β)−Z follows from that if all vertices p ∈ P appear both in N(s1)
and in N(s2) then the cost is exactly
∑
p∈P (w(p)/α +w(p)/β). Now:
(1) If v1p was selected for some p ∈ P ′′ (for p ∈ P ′ w(v1p) = −1 so it will not be selected), then for every o ∈ N(p),
it holds that o ∈ s2 (because we are in case (2a)) and therefore p does not appear in N(s1), so we gain w(p)/α.
(2) If v2p was selected for some p ∈ P , then for every o ∈ N(p), it holds that o ∈ s1 (because we are in case (2b)) and
therefore p does not appear in N(s2), so we gain w(p)/β .
And indeed, we saved at least the weight of the independent set, Z. On the other hand, a solution to the OPP
instance with value Z′ can be transformed to a solution to the maximum weight independent set problem with weight
Z =∑p∈P (w(p)/α + w(p)/β) − Z′. This is done as follows. For every p ∈ P such that p /∈ N(si) select vip into
the independent set. It is easy to observe that the independent set is valid and that the value of the solution is as
required.  
Theorem 4.3. The same algorithm is an approximation algorithm for OPP	 
 that gives a solution whose value is at
most opt	 
 + 1, where opt	 
 is the size of an optimal solution.
Proof. Let opt	 
 be the optimal value of OPP	 
 for an objects-providers graph g and a set of objects O in g. Let
S be the solution produced by the above algorithm. Let opt be the optimal value of OPP on the same instance.
We have shown that opt = size(S). We wish to prove that size	
(S)  opt	 
 + 1. Obviously, opt  opt	 
. On the
other hand, size	
(S) < opt + 2, because the only change in the objective function is the ceiling sign added to each
of the two summands. Therefore, size	 
(S) < opt	 
 + 2. Since both expressions here are integral, it follows that
size	
(S) opt	 
 + 1. 
It is open whether OPP	 
 has an exact polynomial solution in the case of two object popularities.
4.2. NP-hardness of the general case
We have seen a particular case for which a polynomial solution exists and we saw how to achieve that solution. In
the particular case there were two possible popularity values for all objects. We can show, however, that as soon as
objects have more than two distinct popularities, both OPP and OPP	
 become NP-Hard.
Theorem 4.4. OPP	 
 and OPP are both NP-Hard, even for objects-providers graphs where the object nodes have only
three popularity values and all the weights of the provider nodes are equal.
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3-multiway cut (3MC) (also referred to in the literature as 3-Terminal cut or 3-multiterminal cut), known to be NP-
Hard [11]. In the 3MC problem a graph G and three distinguished nodes v1, v2, v3 are given. The objective is to find a
partitioning of the nodes in G into three sets V1, V2, V3 s.t. for i = 1,2,3 node vi is in partition Vi , so as to minimize
the number of edges going between different partitions. The full reduction is given in Appendix A. 
Clearly an optimal solution can be found in exponential time by enumerating all possible solutions. As this is too
expensive, we propose next two simple algorithms that approximate the optimal solution up to a constant factor.
4.3. The PARTITIONBYPOPULARITY algorithm
Our first approximation algorithm partitions the information objects into sets based on their popularity. It has
several advantages:
(1) It is simple and runs in linear time.
(2) It does not require knowing the exact structure of the objects-providers graph but only the popularity of the
objects.4
(3) It is on-line for the objects, namely if a new object is added then the partitioning of already-existing objects does
not change.
To describe the algorithm we use the following notation. For two numbers c > 1 and x > 0, let
IPowerc(x) = clogc x. That is, IPowerc(x) is the integral power of c that is smaller than x and closest to it.
Given a constant number c, the algorithm PARTITIONBYPOPULARITY(c) partitions the objects in O into sets
based on the value of IPowerc(SPop({o})). Formally, we define si = {o : IPowerc(SPop({o})) = ci}, and the solution
S is simply the collection of all non-empty si ’s.
Theorem 4.5. PARTITIONBYPOPULARITY(c) is a c2
c−1 -approximation algorithm for OPP for any c > 1. Namely, it
gives a solution whose value is at most c2
c−1 · opt, where opt is the size of an optimal solution.
Corollary 4.6 (Optimizing on the value of c). PARTITIONBYPOPULARITY(2) is a 4-approximation algorithm
for OPP.
Proof of Theorem 4.5. Consider an objects-providers graph g = (O,P ,E,w). Let us look at some provider node
p ∈ P and let o ∈ O be the least popular object that p provides. From Section 3.5 we know that the contribution of p
to the size of any solution, and specifically to a nice optimal solution, must be at least k·w(p)SPop({o}) . Now let us look at the
contribution of p to the size of the solution produced by PARTITIONBYPOPULARITY(c). Let ip = logc SPop({o}).
Then, by Lemma 3.1 we know that p may provide objects in the sets sip , sip+1, sip+2, . . . , but not in any si with i < ip .
From the definition of the si ’s, if p provides an object in si then its contribution (to the size of the solution) due to
that object is at most k·w(p)
ci
. Therefore the total contribution of p (to the overall size of the solution) is bounded from
above by
k ·w(p)
IPowerc(SPop({o})) +
k ·w(p)
c · IPowerc(SPop({o})) +
k ·w(p)
c2 · IPowerc(SPop({o})) + · · ·
= k ·w(p)
IPowerc(SPop({o}))
(
1 + 1
c
+ 1
c2
+ · · ·
)
 k ·w(p)
SPop({o})/c ·
1
1 − 1/c =
k ·w(p)
SPop({o}) ·
c2
c − 1 .
The last inequality follows from the fact that IPowerc(x) = clogc x  clogc x−1 = x/c. 
We prove a slightly weaker bound for OPP	 
.
4 This can be easily obtained in a distributed manner by a simple uniform peers sampling.
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c−1 -approximation algorithm for OPP	 
 for any c > 1.
Corollary 4.8 (Optimizing on the value of c). PARTITIONBYPOPULARITY(2) is an 8-approximation algorithm
for OPP	
.
Proof of Theorem 4.7. Let opt and opt	 
 be the sizes of the optimal k-samples of OPP and OPP	 
, respectively. Let
S0 be the solution we have found using PARTITIONBYPOPULARITY(c). We have proven that size(S0) c
2
c−1opt . We
wish to prove that size	 
(S0) 2c
2
c−1 opt
	 

.
In any partitioning S, the number of sets is bounded by size(S)/k, since no set can possibly have a sample of size
less than k. In the worst case (k = 1) it is bounded by size(S). It follows that for any given solution S, size	 
(S) 
2size(S). Therefore size	 
(S0) 2size(S0) 2c
2
c−1opt 
2c2
c−1 opt
	 

. 
We conclude with a remark about the tightness of the approximation factor of PARTITIONBYPOPULARITY(2). We
provide in Appendix B a particular example of inputs to OPP for which the algorithm indeed produces a result 4 times
the value of the optimal solution (it is open whether the 8 factor for OPP	 
 is indeed tight). We will see however in
Section 6 that this algorithm yields in practice results much better than its worst case bound.
4.4. The ORDERBYPOPULARITY algorithm
The second approximation algorithm that we present is of polynomial time complexity. While its worst-case con-
stant factor is the same as that of PARTITIONBYPOPULARITY, it yields in practice even better results.
The algorithm first sorts the information objects according to their popularity, and puts them (in sorted order) into
an array. To partition the objects it splits the array into non-overlapping intervals. Each partition contains the objects
in the corresponding interval. To find the optimal splitting it employs standard dynamic programming [4]. The overall
complexity of the dynamic programming phase in this case in o(|g| · |O|2). This is because there are o(|O|2) possible
intervals (i.e. partitions) to check, and the contribution of each partition to the overall length of the k-samples can be
computed in time linear in g.
It is easy to see that partitions obtained by Methods 1 and 2 described previously, as well as by the PARTITION-
BYPOPULARITY algorithm, all belong to the search space of this algorithm: in all of these algorithms, each partition,
when sorted internally by object popularity, forms a continuous interval of the overall popularity order of objects.
Consequently, the k-samples constructed by ORDERBYPOPULARITY are assured to be at least as compact as any of
those generated by the previous algorithms.
5. Non-uniform sampling
The sampling methods described in the previous section build on standard P2P uniform sampling tools. An alter-
native approach, based on non-uniform sampling, is considered next. We first show that, given an objects-providers
graph g and a set O of requested objects, the minimal bound on the size of the k-samples (for O) can be determined in
time linear in g. Next we describe a non-uniform sampling method that achieves this bound. Throughout this section
we assume that we are given as an input an objects-providers graph g = (O,P ,E,w), where, for simplicity, O =O
(this does not affect the generality of our results as we could always create such a network by taking only the subgraph
induced by O and the providers in N(O) and then normalizing the weights so they all add up to 1).
5.1. Solution size
Consider a P2P network with a set N of peers providing some object in O . Let p be some provider node in the
object-providers graph g. We denote by op the least popular object in O that p provides. Note that for any object
o ∈ O , SPop({o}) · |N | is the absolute number of nodes that provide o (for definition of SPop see Section 3). Define
X¯p = k·w(p)SPop({op}) . Denote l¯ =
∑
p∈g X¯p , and l = 	l¯
. We claim that l is the minimal possible bound on the size of the
k-sample for O .
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Proof. Let o ∈ O be some object. According to the second requirement (fairness) in the definition of the k-sample,
each network peer n ∈ N that provides o must appear in FINDPROVIDERS(o) with probability kSPop({o})·|N | .5
Let p ∈ P be some provider group that provides o and let op be the least popular object that p provides (which
may or may not be o). Let us look at some provider node n ∈ N that is represented by the provider group p. From the
last paragraph it follows that n must appear in FINDPROVIDERS(op) with probability Xn = kSPop({op})·|N | . Thus the
probability that n appears in the k-sample must be Xn.
Let us define |N | random variables, one random variable An for each network peer n. The random variable An will
be 1 if n is in the k-sample, or 0 otherwise. The expected value of An is clearly Xn.
From this, using linearity of expectation,6 we get that the expected size of an instance of the k-sample is at least
l¯ =∑n∈N Xn =∑p∈P X¯p . Since our objective is to minimize the worst-case size over all instances of the k-sample,
and since every instance is of integral size, the worst-case size over all instances of the k-sample must be 	l¯
 = l. 
5.2. Sampling peers
To generate a sample of this size, we sample the network peers, non-uniformly: For every provider node p in the
graph g, each of the nodes n that it represents is selected with probability Xn = kSPop({op})·|N | . We shall later describe
a simple distributed P2P algorithm to perform such sampling. The algorithm is an adjustment of an existing P2P
uniform-sampling method (RanSub [23]) to non-uniform sampling.
Let K be the set of sampled peers. To complete the k-sample’s definition, we define what subset of peers (K0 ⊆ K)
PROVIDERS(o) returns for every object o ∈ O . To ensure fairness, PROVIDERS(o) samples peers from K as follows.
Each peer n ∈ K that provides o is chosen to be in Ko with probability kSPop({o})·|N |/Xn.7 We shall now prove that the
sampling is fair and that E[|Ko|] k.
Lemma 5.2 (Fairness). Let p ∈ P be a provider group that provides an object o ∈ O . Let n ∈ N be a network peer
that is represented by p. Let Ko be the answer to FINDPROVIDERS(o) (using the non-uniform sampling method).
Then the probability that n ∈ Ko is exactly kSPop({o})·|N | .
Proof. We have defined Xn to be the probability of network peer n to make it into K—the subset of network peers
that is held by the k-sample. Furthermore, we have defined the probability of any peer in the k-sample which provides
object o ∈ O to make it into Ko. Therefore, the probability of the network peer n to be in the answer to FIND-
PROVIDERS(o) is: Pr[n ∈ Ko] = Pr[n ∈ K] · Pr[n ∈ Ko/n ∈ K] = Xn · ( kSPop({o})·|N |/Xn) = kSPop({o})·|N | . 
Lemma 5.3 (Sufficient number of providers). Let o ∈ O be an information object. Let Ko be the answer to
FINDPROVIDERS(o) (using the non-uniform sampling method). Then E[|Ko|] k.
Proof. We have shown in the previous lemma that the probability of any network peer n ∈ N that provides o to make
it into Ko is kSPop({o})·|N | . Therefore, the expectancy of the total number of providers making it into Ko is the sum of
that value over all providers of o: k·SPop({o})·|N |SPop({o})·|N | = k. 
Example. To conclude, consider again our running example in Fig. 1 with O = {o1 . . . o4} and k = 3. Let us calculate,
for example, X¯p3 for the provider node p3 (which provides o1 and o3). The least popular object is o1 which is provided
by 29% of the provider groups (o3 is provided by 54%). p3 represents 14% of the providers of objects in O . The
contribution of p3 to the overall size of the k-sample is thus 3 · 0.14/0.29 = 0.48. After similar calculations for the
5 We assume here that k  SPop({o}) · |N |, so the probability is  1. This assumption is valid since if k > SPop({o}) · |N | then we do not have
enough peers to populate the subset of peers that provide o and there is no meaning to the periodic refresh of the list. Hence if k > SPop({o}) · |N |
then we can omit o from the periodic k-sample.
6 Linearity of expectation: For two random variables X and Y , E(X + Y ) = E(X)+E(Y ) without any assumptions on X and Y .
7 This probability is  1 because kSPop({o})·|N | /Xn =
SPop({op})
SPop({o}) and we assumed that SPop({op}) SPop({o}).
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 = 8—indeed smaller than the samples obtained using the previous
uniform sampling-based methods.
5.3. Distributed sampling algorithm
In the uniform sampling approach, we have relied on existing systems to perform the uniform sampling according
to the partitioning. These systems cannot perform non-uniform sampling without modification. We provide a distrib-
uted algorithm, based on the RanSub [23] system, that will sample providers according to the non-uniform method
described above.
We suppose that the peers in the network are all connected within a self-maintaining tree structure, referred to as
the control tree. It is possible to organize the peers in a tree in a distributed manner as shown, e.g., in SCRIBE [8].
The connections between peers in the tree are separate and do not affect the connections made between peers for the
purpose of transferring file blocks. The control tree defines the order in which control information is disseminated. We
shall further assume that peers know the popularity of their least popular object and the k-sample’s expected length
(such data could be easily obtained e.g. by aggregation throughout the control tree).
RanSub is a scalable distributed protocol for delivering random subsets to all nodes. Its basic operation consists of
epochs made up of two phases: a Collect phase, in which random subsets propagate up the tree towards the root, and
a Distribute phase, in which random subsets from the previous round are distributed to all peers.
Every node, upon getting random subsets from all of its children in the tree, compacts the subsets into one random
subset of the same size (this is called the Compact operation). The probability of choosing a node from a sub-tree’s
random subset is proportional to that sub-tree’s size. This guarantees an equal probability for any peer to make it to
the random subset at the root node.
In our case, we need to compact the subset vector into a vector with an expected size of l¯. If l¯ happens to be integral
then it will be the vector’s size. Otherwise, since we must deal with a vector of an integral size, we simulate the size
expectancy as follows. The vector’s size will be 	l¯
 with probability 1 − (	l¯
 − l¯) and l¯ with probability 	l¯
 − l¯. It
is easy to see that the expected size of the vector is then l¯. Let us assume that the vector’s size turns out to be l′.
A random subset vector in RanSub includes a concise summary of the contents of each node in the vector. To
support non-uniform sampling, each node will add its Xn value to the summary (its use will soon be explained).
We modify the Compact operation to perform non-uniform sampling. A node performing the Compact operation
will choose l′ nodes as follows. The node will create an interval made up of segments representing all nodes in the
children’s subsets. The length of the segment node n’s segment will be the product of Xn and the size of the sub-tree to
which n belongs. The node will then choose uniformly a random point in the interval and select the node represented
by the segment it hit. The segment will then be removed from the interval and the process repeated with adjusted
weights until l′ nodes have been selected. It is easy to see that our method yields a non-uniform sample with the
desired properties.
6. Experiments
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms we ran two sets of experiments. The first compared the
size of the samples, constructed in practice, by our approximation algorithms, to the minimal optimal size. The
second assessed the performance benefits that our new sampling method can bring to existing data dissemination
platforms.
We tested our algorithms on both real and synthetic data, in the context of a real life application where the data
disseminated to users consists of new releases of GNU/Linux distributions. A GNU/Linux distribution consists of
thousands of software packages, disseminated to users (e.g. as upgrades). The subset of packages that each user
requests depends on her particular hardware/software configuration. Dependencies exist between software packages:
to install a package, one needs to have also installed the other packages that it uses. Hence a user often requests a
package along with the packages on which it depends. Consequently there are many packages that are requested by
most users (e.g. kernel or gcc), while other packages are requested by user groups with common configurations. The
real data that we used for our experiments was taken from FTP logs of a Debian GNU/Linux mirror site, recording the
download requests of users during a month after the release of Debian Sarge (for each run we sampled 1000 users).
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Ratio of k-samples size (relative to optimal)
Data type Method 1 Method 2 PartByPop OrdByPop
Real 6.18–11.79 2.00–2.74 1.58–1.83 1.37–1.57
Synthetic 1.38–4.42 3.27–18.30 1.66–1.78 1.19–1.42
The synthetic data (again for 1000 users each run) was generated by assigning a random package request to each user,
and then having the user also request all the software packages on which the initial package depends.
k-samples size. Our first set of experiments compares the size of the k-samples, constructed by the various algo-
rithms presented in the paper, to the minimal optimal size. Each experiment was run for a variety of k values. At
each experiment we computed, for the algorithms presented in Section 3 (Method 1, Method 2, PARTITIONBYPOPU-
LARITY and ORDERBYPOPULARITY) the average ratio between the size of the generated k-samples and the minimal
optimal size (as computed by our optimal non-uniform algorithm). Our first observation is that, for all algorithms, the
average ratio is practically independent of k. This is not surprising as the choice of a particular k may only cause some
of the computed sizes to be rounded up to the next integer, which has minimal effect in the overall average.
Table 1 shows the range of the ratio values obtained for the algorithms in the various experiments, for k = 10.
(For other k’s they are about the same.) It is evident that PARTITIONBYPOPULARITY and ORDERBYPOPULARITY
perform best and significantly better than their theoretical worse-case bound. Furthermore, their standard deviation
is very low ( 0.25) implying consistently good results. This is in contrast to Methods 1 and 2 that are affected
significantly (see Section 3) by the number of requested objects and their popularity, which varied in the experiments.
Data dissemination. Our second set of experiments assessed the performance improvements that may be obtained
by incorporating our new sampling methods in the popular BitTorrent [6] platform. The experiments were run on a
BitTorrent simulator developed in [5] and adjusted to our setting. Before presenting our results, let us briefly describe
BitTorrent and the simulator that we used.
Brief introduction to bittorent. We describe here some very basic characteristics of BitTorrent [6] that are relevant to
our experiments. For a full description of how BitTorrent works see [10]. BitTorrent allows users to download a file in
a peer-to-peer fashion, instead of each user downloading from a centralized server. A user downloads different pieces
of a file (called “chunks”) from different users. Thus, users download and upload simultaneously, and bandwidth is
distributed between users. BitTorrent is used already by many GNU/Linux distributions to disseminate ISO images of
new releases.
BitTorrent is a very popular tool in use today, and is responsible for the majority of P2P traffic. The main advantage
is its simplicity and the heuristics it employs to achieve very fast download speeds. Some important heuristics are
“rarest chunk first” in which a peer requests each time from his uploaders the rarest chunk (i.e. that the fewest peers
have), and “choking” in which a peer prefers to send chunks to the neighbors who are downloading fastest.
BitTorrent relies on a centralized server (called a “tracker”) that keeps track of all downloading users. The tracker
sends samples of peers in the network to new connecting peers or upon request (e.g. a peer that has available incoming
bandwidth and wants to connect to more peers). In our case, it is very convenient to use this tracker for creating the
k-samples from all peers in the network.
Implementation details. The BitTorrent simulator developed in [5] is a somewhat simplified version of the real
BitTorrent: It does not take into account data transmission latency between nodes and it assumes a clique topology
where each node is directly connected to all the network nodes. We believe that the obtained results are nevertheless
indicative of the true relative performance of the different sampling methods, as they were tested against each other
in identical conditions. For our experiments we augmented the simulator to enable parallel downloading of several
files (initially it supported only single files download by a set of users). We also allowed a choice between the use of
standard uniform sampling and our new k-sampling method for the samples sent to the peers.
We fixed a size b (defined below) for the samples sent to users and compared the performance of the system when
employing standard uniform sampling vs. our k-sampling method, to generate samples of size b. As we will see, the
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it k-samples with larger k (hence more providers for each object) than the standard uniform sampling. To compete
against the “best scenario” for standard uniform sampling, we chose b to be log(n), n being the number of users (1000
in our experiments), as it is believed to be a sufficient sample size for this context [22]. To generate k-samples we
used ORDERBYPOPULARITY which was shown to generate samples of size closest to the optimal. The samples were
generated by picking an arbitrary large enough k, computing the size of the partitions for that k, and then linearly
downscaling their sizes to get a b-sized sample.
The simulator of [5] measures download time using a measure called bandwidth rounds. A bandwidth round is the
simulated equivalent of a second in real life. For example, a given link that has a bandwidth of 256 kB/sec will be able
to transfer 256 kB in one bandwidth round. In our experiments, all links were given a uniform bandwidth of 1280 kB
per bandwidth round. In each experiment we ran the simulator with our k-sampling method and with standard uniform
sampling, computing the ratio between the number of bandwidth rounds it took all users to complete the download.
We ran each such experiment 5 times, taking the average of the obtained values. We term this number the bandwidth
rounds ration (BRR) of the experiment. When the BRR is below 1 for a given experiment it means that our k-sampling
approach performed better than the traditional one, and vice versa.
Results. Figure 3 shows the results obtained for the experiments on real data,8 sorted according to the popularity
(in percents) of the least popular object (package) requested by the users in the experiment. Each point in the figure
represents one experiment. The displayed curve shows the average BRR for experiments where the least popular
package is provided by a similar percentage of the providers.
It is evident from the figure that the k-sampling approach provides significant performance improvement in envi-
ronments with heterogeneous user requests. As most experiments fall in the 0–10% range, it is also evident that this
indeed is the typical scenario in software distribution (recall that the data was drawn from real life download logs).
The performance gain here comes from the fact that for objects provided by few providers our k-sampling algorithm
“compensates” for the low number of providers by allocating specific partitions for them and assuring that enough
providers for them are sampled. In more homogeneous environments this is less essential and our experiments with
synthetic data showed that both methods then perform similarly. Observe that in a small number of experiments the
Fig. 3. BRR with respect to rarest package popularity.
8 The experiments on synthetic data behaved the same.
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use of k-sampling led to a marginally higher download time. We explain this as rare deviation in performance due to
the non-deterministic nature of sampling.
To see more closely where the k-sampling advantage come into play in the dissemination process, let us look in
more details in one example experiment. Figure 4 shows, for a given set of users requests, the download progress, for
uniform- and k-sampling, as a function of time.9 For the two sampling methods, we see the percentage of file chunks
that were already received, out of the total number of file chunks requested in the system. At first, the traditional
uniform sampling performs slightly better as the samples distributed to the peers mostly contains providers of popular
packages (hence these packages start being downloaded fast), whereas in the k-sampling approach some space in the
sample is reserved for the less popular packages. But very soon the k-sampling approach catches up and surpasses the
uniform sampling which fails to give the peers enough providers for these less popular packages that they requested.
7. Related work
This paper deals with peer sampling in data dissemination networks. We will first look at several representative
data dissemination systems (some of which use peer sampling), and then at related work in peer sampling methods.
7.1. Data dissemination systems
The use of P2P networks for data dissemination has been thoroughly studied and researched. The main point is
using the bandwidth resources of the peers to ease the load on the source server (or servers). Systems differ from one
another in their approaches to building the network (tree-based or mesh-based, dynamic or static links), request and
sending strategies, centralized or distributed administration, use of network coding and more. Several representative
systems are described here.
Scribe. Scribe [8] is a large-scale event notification infrastructure for topic-based pub/sub applications, built on top
of Pastry [27], an overlay DHT substrate. Scribe offers a simple API to its applications that includes the creation of
topics, subscribing and unsubscribing to/from a topic and the ability to publish an event for a specific topic.
A disadvantage of Scribe is that forwarders for a topic are not necessarily subscribed to it. However, as opposed to
similar systems like Bayeux [30], the rendez-vous point in Scribe does not need to be contacted for every join/leave
9 The least popular packages here are requested by 7.5% users.
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Scribe is exemplary of systems that manage data dissemination without sending peer samples to nodes. Instead, the
peers connect to other peers according to their IDs in the underlying network overlay. Naturally, this approach bears
some limitations to be really efficient. For example, a peer cannot replace her neighbors to achieve better bandwidth.
Also, a failure of one of the peers means failure for other peers that depend on him (a point that is remedied in other
systems such as SplitStream [9]). It is for such reasons that the focus in data dissemination systems has moved towards
more flexible mesh-based approaches, as described next.
BitTorrent. We already described BitTorrent and how it works in the experiments section (Section 6). We will em-
phasize here that BitTorrent employs a centralized tracker that keeps track of all peers in the system. This tracker is a
single point of failure in the system. While this works well in practice, the system is still not scalable to millions of
users.
For convenience, we used a BitTorrent-like model with a tracker in our simulation. We note here, however, that
the k-sample does not specifically need a centralized server to be distributed, but rather could be incorporated into a
distributed decentralized system, such as Bullet’ (described next).
Bullet’. Bullet’ [22] is based on a multicast mesh (as opposed to a multicast tree, such as in Scribe). The updates are
pushed from the source nodes to several peers, such that each peer gets a disjoint portion of the data. The data is then
disseminated from those peers to the other peers in the mesh using a pull mechanism. Many trade-offs and considera-
tions are configurable and are taken into account. Between them are peering strategy (which peers are paired), block
request strategy (which missing blocks to request first) and data encoding (should we encode using rateless codes,
other codes, or any at all).
Instead of a centralized tracker (as in BitTorrent), Bullet’ uses RanSub [23], a protocol for delivering random
subsets to all nodes. RanSub allows the nodes to know what parts of the file other nodes have. It is a distributed
protocol that has no single point of failure.
As noted previously, our k-sample approach can be incorporated in such a decentralized system. In particular, we
have shown in Section 5.3 a modification to RanSub such that it incorporates our non-uniform k-sampling algorithm.
Avalanche. The Avalanche system [19] uses a scheme of network coding to disseminate large files to multiple users
using P2P methods. The system, much like BitTorrent, uses a centralized tracker to keep track of downloading peers.
The main idea in the article, however, is not the dissemination system itself, but the novel use of network coding.
Network coding is a coding scheme in which each peer can produce encoded blocks using what she has up to that
point and with a high probability those blocks will be helpful to other peers. The advantage of network coding is that
it is much easier for nodes to exchange information and they do not have to manage complex structures to know what
blocks are missing. With high probability, k received blocks will suffice to rebuild the file. According to the authors,
their experiments show that the network coding scheme proves to be faster than the source-encoding scheme by 20–30
percent and faster than the unencoded scheme by 2–3 times.
A disadvantage, however, of using network coding is the time spent decoding the blocks. When talking about large
files, the entire file has to be scanned in order to produce an encoded block. Clearly, a more efficient way is mandatory
for network coding to be practical for large files.
Our k-sampling approach can also be used in such systems that employ network coding, or other coding schemes.
As described in the Introduction, we have abstracted the specific implementation details of the blocks that each peer
holds using the function objects(n) that, given a network peer n, tells which (pieces of) objects may be provided by n.
When using a coding scheme, this function will be modified according to the scheme in use. In any case, it does not
affect the usefulness of the k-sample.
7.2. Peer sampling
Peer sampling is used extensively in epidemic/gossip-based methods for disseminating information between net-
work nodes. Such data dissemination is the basis of a wide range of application, including replicated databases [2],
content distribution [15], failure detection [26] and probabilistic multicast [14]. Peer sampling is also used in a variety
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presented here can help reduce the communication overhead in such applications.
Scamp [16] and PeerWindow [20] are examples of systems in which nodes keep a node sample that is not periodi-
cally refreshed. However, to allow for flexibility and resilience to partitions we must periodically provide nodes with
fresh samples.
There has been an extensive previous work on periodic uniform peer sampling in P2P networks, ranging from ded-
icated techniques developed for a particular system or protocol (e.g. [13,28]), to general-purpose sampling algorithms
(e.g. [3,18,23]). All these methods sample each requested object separately, yielding, for a set O of requested objects,
samples of size bounded by k|O|. To our knowledge the present work is the first attempt to use correlations between
object requests to reduce the sample size.
Jelasity et al. [21] formalize a generic framework and an API for a uniform peer sampling service, generalizing
many existing approaches. The API does not support providing predicates that the sampled peers should satisfy (in
our case—the object that the peer provides). Such a modification is necessary to generalize our own approach into
that model.
Compared with uniform sampling methods, non-uniform sampling has received relatively little research attention.
An algorithm in which a probability for each node to appear in the sample may be defined, is given for instance in [29].
Our non-uniform k-sampling method from Section 5 can be implemented on top of such an algorithm.
8. Conclusions and future work
We studied in this paper the problem of peer sampling for the dissemination of data in a peer-to-peer network.We
introduced the notion of k-samples—fair samples that contain a sufficient number of providers for each requested
object.We then proposed algorithms with varying complexity for the generation of compact k-samples.We also showed
experimentally that our algorithms perform well on both real and synthetic data—both in terms of the k-sample’s size,
and in terms of download speed compared to traditional systems.Two theoretical questions that remain open are the
existence of an exact polynomial solution for OPP	
 in the case of two object popularities, and the tightness of the 8
factor in the approximation algorithm for OPP	
. Furthermore, after proving in a simulation that the ideas presented
here do indeed lead to good performance, we need to build a prototype system and test it in real network conditions,
such as PlanetLab.
Appendix A. NP-Hardness
We prove here that the OPP and OPP	
 problems, as presented in Section 3, are both NP-Hard. The proof turned
out to be rather intricate due to the particular structure of the objective functions (∗) and (∗∗) (from Section 3.4).
Proof of Theorem 4.4. First we prove that OPP is NP-Hard. Then we will see that by reducing from OPP we can
easily get that OPP	 
 is NP-Hard too.
We prove that OPP is NP-Hard by reduction from the problem of minimum unweighted 3-multiway cut (3MC)
(also referred to in the literature as 3-Terminal cut or 3-multiterminal cut). 3MC is known to be NP-Hard, see [11]. In
the 3MC problem a graph G and three distinguished vertices v1, v2, v3 are given. The objective is to find a partitioning
of the vertices into three sets V1, V2, V3 where for i = 1,2,3 vertex vi is in partition Vi , so as to minimize the number
of edges that go between different partitions.
Let us assume that we are given an input to 3MC, and we will show how to transform it to an OPP instance. For
technical reasons we assume that G contains at least 8 vertices. This, of course, does not affect the generality of our
results.
Denote by nG, eG and ΔG the number of vertices and edges in G and its maximal degree, respectively. Let
α = 3ΔG. We build an instance of OPP, g = (O,P ,E,w) and k. For simplicity we define O =O. w gives an equal
weight of 1|P | to each vertex in P . k is equal to 1. P consists of 36nGα vertices and is a disjoint union of three classes
of vertices, P1, P2, P3, each consisting of exactly 12nGα vertices.
We distinguish some of the vertices of P in order to form some number s  nG · α of disjoint sets of size 3. Each
such set, called an S-set, consists of two vertices from P1 and one vertex from P2. The S-sets are all disjoint. There
is exactly one such S-set, Se, for each edge e ∈ G. For each vertex v ∈ G we associate some S-sets Sjv . Their number
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use is indeed  nG · α. For i = 1,2,3 we distinguish a part of Pi of size 6ΔG which is not in any S-set. Denote this
part P ′i . For i = 1,2,3 we distinguish a vertex of Pi which is not in any S-set and not in P ′i . Denote this vertex p0,i .
Let us check that we have enough nodes in Pi for all S-sets as well as for P ′i and p0,i . We need 3 − i vertices for
each S-set, totaling (3 − i)s  2nGα = 6nGΔG. We need another 6ΔG vertices for P ′i , and another vertex for p0,i . In
total we need at most 6nGΔG + 6ΔG + 1 6nGΔG + 68nGΔG + nGΔG  12nGΔG, as needed (the first inequality
follows from the fact that nG  8).
O consists of four classes of vertices: OI1 , O
I
2 , O
I
3 and O
II
. For i = 1,2,3, OIi consists of
(12nGα
2
)
vertices. For
every pair of vertices v,u ∈ Pi we assign a vertex w ∈ OIi such that degree(w) = α · i and w is a neighbor of u, v,
p0,i , and an arbitrary selection of α · i − 3 of the other vertices in Pi .
OII consists of nG vertices: one for each vertex of G. Let ov ∈ O be the vertex that corresponds to vertex v ∈ G.
ov has degree exactly 3α. The neighbors of ov are as follows. First, for each edge e = (v,u) ∈ G, the three vertices
of the S-set Se will be neighbors of ov . Second, if v = vi for some i = 1,2,3 (recall that these are the distinguished
vertices of the 3MC instance) then P ′i will also all be neighbors of ov . Note that currently the number of neighbors of
ov is a multiplicative of 3. The number of neighbors of ov is at most 3 degG(v) + 6ΔG  3ΔG + 6ΔG = 9ΔG = 3α,
and therefore we are sure that the degree of ov did not go beyond 3α yet. Finally, we add from the S-sets Sjv that are
associated with v to the neighborhood of ov until ov has degree 3α. This finishes the description of the construction.
Recall that we still need to check that at most nG · α S-sets are needed. This is easily seen since each vertex in OII
is connected to at most α S-sets.
Now we wish to prove that the reduction is valid, that is the optimal solution of the 3MC instance can be inferred
from the optimal solution of the OPP instance. This is formulated in the next lemma:
Lemma A.1. The 3MC instance has solution with value Z iff the OPP instance has solution with value  Z′ where
Z′ = 1|P |
(
23nG − 2 − eG −Z
α
)
. (A.1)
From the last lemma we immediately get that OPP is indeed NP-Hard. To prove Lemma A.1 we need to state an
observation and give some additional lemmas.
First, observe that all vertices in O have a degree of either α, 2α or 3α. By Lemma 3.1 it follows that there exists a
nice optimal solution. Specifically, this solution consists of three sets, s1, s2, s3 (some of which may be empty), where
all vertices of O with degree α are in s1 and all vertices of O with degree 2α are in either s1 or s2.
We will use the following two lemmas, whose proofs we defer until after the proof of Lemma A.1.
Lemma A.2. There exists a solution to the OPP instance with value at most 1|P | (23.5nG).
Lemma A.3. Let 1  i  3. In any nice optimal solution, all vertices of OIi are in si , and all vertices of Pi are
in N(si).
The last lemma shows that each vertex v ∈ Pi incurs a cost of at least 1|P |iα . Extra cost might be incurred if v is
also in sets N(sj ) for j = i. From our construction one can see that this can only happen when a vertex o ∈ OII which
is a neighbor of v is put in sj for j = i. For each S-set we define its extra cost to be the sum of the extra costs of its
vertices. We say that an S-set S is in the neighborhood of a vertex o ∈ O (denote with S ⊆ N(o)) if all three of its
vertices are neighbors of o. Naturally, for this to occur o must be in OII . The following lemma will help us calculate
the extra cost of S-sets in the graph.
Lemma A.4. Let S be an S-set. Let us define the set NS = {si : ∃o ∈ OII such that S ⊆ N(o) and o ∈ si}. In other
words: NS is the set of all partitions that S’s neighbors in OII belong to in the solution. Then the extra cost induced
by S is |NS | · 1|P |α .
Proof. Let S be an S-set made up of three vertices: v11, v
2
1 ∈ P1 and v2 ∈ P2. According to our construction, S is
neighbor to at least one node o ∈ OII . First let us suppose that S has exactly one neighbor in OII . In a nice solution
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extra cost of 1|P |α .
• Suppose o ∈ s1. According to Lemma A.3 the nodes v11 and v21 are both in N(s1) and therefore do not add any
extra cost. However v2 ∈ N(s2) and therefore must pay an extra cost for being also in N(s1). Since the solution is
nice the minimal SPop in s1 is α. Hence, the extra cost in this case is 1|P | · 1α = 1|P |α .
• Suppose o ∈ s2. This time v2 ∈ N(s2) and does not add any extra cost. However, the nodes v11 and v21 are both in
N(s1) and therefore must pay an extra cost for being also in N(s2). Since the solution is nice the minimal SPop
in s2 is 2α. Hence, the extra cost in this case is 2 · 1|P | · 12α = 1|P |α .
• Suppose o ∈ s3. This time all three nodes must pay the extra cost for being also in s3. The minimal SPop in s3
is 3α. Hence, the extra cost in this case is 3 · 1|P | · 13α = 1|P |α .
Now suppose that S is connected to another node o′ ∈ OII . Clearly, if there exists i ∈ {1,2,3} such that {o, o′} ⊂ si
then there will be no extra cost involved. However, if there exists no such i (i.e. o and o′ have been put in different
partitions in the solution) then S will incur an additional extra cost of 1|P |α . 
From this lemma we get the following important property. Let e = (u, v) ∈ G. The S-set Se is in the neighborhood
of exactly two vertices, ov and ou. The S-set Se incurs an extra cost of 1|P |α if ov and ou are in the same partition in
the solution, and twice that much if they are not. For an S-set that is associated with a vertex of G, Sjv , its extra cost is
always 1|P |α .
10
Lemma A.5. Let 1 i  3. In any nice optimal solution, the vertex ovi will be placed in si .
The last lemma, of course, shows that we “simulate” the restriction that the vertex vi in the 3MC instance must be
in the part Vi . By now we have simulated all attributes of the problem 3MC and we can prove Lemma A.1:
Proof of Lemma A.1. Let us look at some solution to the 3MC instance with value Z. Let us define a solution ψ to
the OPP instance: For each 1 i  3, place all vertices of OIi in si . Place the vertex ovi in si . For each vertex of G
that is placed on the same side of the cut as vi , place the vertex ov in si . Let us calculate the cost of ψ :
(1) The non-extra cost for the vertices of P1 is |P1||P |α = 12nG|P | .
(2) The non-extra cost for the vertices of P2 is |P2||P |2α = 6nG|P | .
(3) The non-extra cost for the vertices of P3 is |P3||P |3α = 4nG|P | .
(4) The extra cost of every S-set associated with a vertex is 1|P |α . The number of such sets is nGα − 3 · 2ΔG − 2eG.
The second term is due to the P ′i s and the third is due to the S-sets that are associated with edges. In total we pay
here nGα−3·2ΔG−2eG|P |α = 1|P | (nG − 2 − 2eG/α).
(5) The extra cost of every S-set associated with an edge that crosses the cut in the 3MC solution is 2|P |α . The number
of such S-sets is Z. In total we pay here 2Z|P |α .
(6) The extra cost of every S-set associated with an edge that does not cross the cut in the 3MC solution is 1|P |α . The
number of such S-sets is eG −Z. In total we pay here eG−Z|P |α .
The total cost of ψ is thus
1
|P |
(
22nG +nG −2− 2eG
α
+ 2Z
α
+ eG −Z
α
)
= 1|P |
(
23nG − 2 − eG
α
+ Z
α
)
= 1|P |
(
23nG −2− eG −Z
α
)
,
as needed.
10 This will allow us to “simulate” the profit that we make by putting v and u together in the same Vi in the 3MC instance.
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a solution to the 3MC instance from it. If the vertex ov in OII is placed in si , then put the vertex v in the same side
as vi . By Lemma A.5, this is a valid solution to the 3MC instance. By using Lemma A.3 and the discussion after it, it
is easy to see that we get a solution to the 3MC instance of the value Z. 
Let us now prove the three lemmas that we have used:
Proof of Lemma A.2. Let us define a solution: For i = 1,2,3 place all vertices of OIi in si . Place all vertices of
OII in s1. We thus get N(s2) = P2 and N(s3) = P3. These contribute to the value of the solution 1|P | (6nG) and
1
|P | (4nG), respectively. N(s1) consists of P1, and, in addition, of the 6ΔG vertices of P
′
2, the 6ΔG vertices of P
′
3,
and an additional  nGα vertices from P2 (these come from the S-sets). In total, |N(s1)| 12nGα + 12ΔG + nGα =
α(13nG + 4). These add to the value of the solution 1α|P | · α(13nG + 4) = 1|P | · (13nG + 4). In total the cost of the
solution is 1|P | · (23nG + 4), which gives the lemma since we assumed that nG  8. 
Proof of Lemma A.3. Let us first prove that in any nice optimal solution, all vertices of Pi are in N(si).
Let j , j ′ be the two numbers between 1 and 3 that are not i. Suppose in contradiction that we are given a nice
optimal solution ψ in which some vertex p ∈ Pi is not in N(si). Therefore, none of the vertices in OIi that are
neighbors of p may be in si , and therefore each of these vertices is either in sj or in sj ′ . If i = 1 then from the fact
that ψ is a nice solution we immediately get a contradiction. Let us resolve the case i = 3. The case i = 2 is similar.
Recall that for any vertex p′ ∈ P3 there exists a vertex o ∈ OI3 such that o has as neighbors both p and p′. From
this it follows that for any p′ ∈ P3, p′ must be in at least one of N(s1) or N(s2). Therefore, in our solution, each vertex
of P1 costs at least 1|P | · 1α , each vertex of P2 costs us at least 1|P | · 12α , and each vertex of P3 costs at least 1|P | · 12α . In
total the cost of ψ is at least
1
|P |
(
12nGα · 1
α
+ 12nGα · 12α + 12nGα ·
1
2α
)
= 1|P | (24nG),
which, using Lemma A.2, gives a contradiction to the solution being optimal.
Now let us prove that in any nice optimal solution, all vertices of OIi are in si . Let ψ be some nice optimal solution.
Suppose that in ψ there exists some vertex o ∈ OIi which is in sj , where j = i. Let us define a solution ψ ′ which is
identical to ψ except that all vertices of OIi are moved to s1. We will show that size(ψ ′) < size(ψ). We have already
determined that in ψ all vertices of Pi are in N(si). Therefore moving all vertices of OIi to s1 cannot increase the
value of the objective function. Furthermore, in ψ it holds that the vertex p0,i is in N(sj ), because it is a neighbor of
every vertex of OIi and in particular of o. However, in ψ ′ it holds that p0,i is only in N(si). Therefore ψ ′ is strictly
better than ψ , in contradiction to ψ being an optimal solution. 
Proof of Lemma A.5. Suppose in contradiction that we are given a nice optimal solution ψ in which ovi is placed in
sj where j = i. Let us now define another solution ψ ′. We will show that the cost of ψ ′ is strictly smaller than that of
ψ and thus get a contradiction. ψ ′ will be identical to ψ except that ovi will be placed in si . Let us observe how the
cost of the solution changed. First, we saved 1|P | · 6ΔGjα by moving ovi to si , because formerly the vertices of P ′i were
both in N(si) and in N(sj ), and now they are only in N(si). However, we also increase part of the cost: the vertices
of each S-set that was in the neighborhood of ovi might be found in N(si) in the solution ψ ′ when they were not in
N(si) in ψ . As for the S-sets that were associated with vertices of G, it is easy to verify, from Lemma A.3 and the
discussion after it, that the cost on them has not changed. For each S-set of the type Se where e = (u, vi), the cost
might have increased by 1|P |α . There are degG(vi) of these, so the most they could add is
ΔG|P |α . The amount we saved
was 6ΔG|P |jα 
2ΔG
α|P | and the amount we lost is at most
ΔG|P |α and so we strictly benefited from the change. This gives a
contradiction to the optimality of the solution. 
Now we wish to prove that OPP	
 is NP-Hard. We can use the same proof, by noting that if we select k = 6|P |α,
all costs are integral. 
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k was a parameter of the problem, then OPP would stay NP-Hard, but the status of OPP	 
 would become less clear.
This is left for further research.
Appendix B. Tightness of approximation
We show here that the approximation factor of PARTITIONBYPOPULARITY(2) is indeed tight for OPP (approx.
factor of 4). Regarding tightness for OPP	
, the question of its tightness is still open.
Theorem B.1.
(1) PARTITIONBYPOPULARITY(2) is not an α-approximation algorithm for OPP for any α < 4.
(2) PARTITIONBYPOPULARITY(2) is not an α-approximation algorithm for OPP	
 for any α < 4.
Proof. First let us show the proof for OPP. We simply show an infinite sequence of inputs (of growing size) such that
the approximation ratio of PARTITIONBYPOPULARITY(2) on them tends to 4.
Let r , s,  be some integer parameters to be defined later. We shall only say now that  will be restricted to be a
power of two. Let us also define, for each 0 i  r−1, the integers di = 2i and d ′i = 2i (2−1). For our construction,
k will always be 1, and the weight function w will be uniform, i.e. the weight of every vertex from P is 1|P | .
Our graph G = (O,P ,E,w) will be as follows. P will be a disjoint union of two sets of vertices: P1 which is
of size s, and P2 which is of size d ′r−1. For simplicity we define O =O. O will be a disjoint union of r + 1 sets of
vertices: O0, . . . ,Or−1, and the “special” set O ′. Oi will be a set of size s/d ′i (our choice of parameters later will
make this quotient integral), and O ′ will consist of r vertices o0, . . . , or−1. Let us also denote O ′i = Oi ∪ {oi}.
The edges of G will be as follows. The vertex oi (from O ′) will have degree exactly di , and its neighbors will
be arbitrarily selected among the vertices of P2. For every 0 i  r − 1, each vertex of the set Oi will have degree
exactly d ′i , and its vertices will be selected among the vertices of P1 in a manner such that every vertex in P1 has
exactly one neighbor in Oi . This concludes the construction of G.
Recall that the degree of the vertex oi is di , and that the degree of each vertex of Oi is d ′i . Since we choose  to be
a power of 2, it follows that IPower2(di) = IPower2(d ′i ). It is now easy to see that the solution that is generated by the
algorithm PARTITIONBYPOPULARITY(2) is a partitioning into the r sets O ′0, s′1, . . . ,O ′r−1. O ′i is easily seen to have
s + di neighbors, and therefore the objective function is equal to
1
|P |
r−1∑
i=0
s + di
di
= 1|P |
(
r−1∑
i=0
s
di
+ r
)
. (B.1)
To lower-bound the approximation factor, let us take the following solution S′. S′ is generated by taking
⋃r−1
i=0 Oi
as one partition, and each separate oi as another partition. size(S′) is easily seen to be
1
|P |
(
s
d ′0
+ r
)
. (B.2)
To get the approximation ratio, we wish to divide (B.1) by (B.2) thus getting(
r−1∑
i=0
s
di
+ r
)/( s
d ′0
+ r
)
. (B.3)
When letting r tend to infinity, setting  to be some power of 2 greater than r , and setting s = d ′r−1 = 2r−1(2− 1), it
is easily seen that this expression tends to 4.
The same example works also for OPP	
. This is because changing the objective function from OPP’s to OPP	
’s
adds between 0 and r to both the divisor and the dividend in (B.3), which will not change its convergence to 4. 
We are uncertain as to whether there is an example which actually gives a lower bound of 8 on the approximation
ratio of our algorithm to OPP	 
. Another interesting question is whether any algorithm which only bases the partition
720 T. Milo et al. / Journal of Computer and System Sciences 74 (2008) 697–720on the SPops of the vertices and does not consider any more details of the graph structure can get a better approxima-
tion ratio than 4. We believe that the answer to this is that no such algorithm can achieve a ratio better than 4, but we
have not proven this. These questions are left for future research.
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